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Singapore’s First Smart E-scooter Storage Launched at Compass One
Smart, secure, convenient storage for E-scooters and PMDs
27 March 2018, Singapore – E-scooter users can look forward to a secure and convenient
storage for their rides with the debut of Easy Zippy’s Ez2Keep, Singapore’s first smart escooter storage service, at Compass One in Seng Kang today.
Located along the pathway of Compass One’s entrance near 7-Eleven, the Ez2Keep station is
clad in bright green and blue, available 24/7 and easy-to-use. Users can book a storage space
via the “Ez2Keep” mobile application (available on iOS and Android) or the station’s touch
screen kiosk. They can store their e-scooters and retrieve it at any time of their convenience.
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Ez2Keep aims to relieve users of the inconvenience of bringing their e-scooter to a shopping
mall. This unprecedented new service also eliminates the risk of e-scooters being stolen or
damaged, thus conferring peace of mind to the users.
Moving forward, Easy Zippy intends to expand Ez2Keep’s services to more shopping malls and
commercial buildings. This will allow Easy Zippy to capitalise on Ez2Keep’s abilities to track
locker usage data and analyse user need patterns to improve their future storage
infrastructure.
Andy Wee, CEO of Easy Zippy, gave his thoughts on this game-changing new service:
“Ez2Keep’s storage infrastructure system can also be expanded to address market demand
for last mile services, and we aim to utilise this untapped potential by collaborating with local
companies to create new services.” Indeed, EasyZippy shows no signs of stopping in its
ambition to establish itself as the leader that provides premium services for the growing escooter market in Singapore.
For more information, please visit www.ez2keep.com.
About Easy Zippy Pte Ltd
Founded in 2015, Easy Zippy is a local technology company that provides last-mile services
and solutions, with a focus in Personal Mobility Devices (PMDs) and PMD storage services.
Easy Zippy champions Singapore’s push towards a Smart Nation and strives to be a trailblazer
in the Car-Lite movement through its various services and initiatives.
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